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LUXURY TRAVEL TO CUBA 
BESPOKE EXPERIENCES CREATED JUST FOR YOU
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Cuba will take your breath away. This unique and vibrant 
culture is a complex mix of  Latin American, European, 

African, and Indigenous influences that form a broad swath 
of  customs, traditions, and cultural practices that shape life in 
Cuba today.

The island, only a 50-minute flight from Miami, is the per-
fect destination for those craving enriching culture and fun. 
Havana brims with music, dance, and art in a faded yet beauti-
ful frozen-in-time setting unmatched by any other city. The 
crystalline ocean waters and rolling mountains of  the coun-
tryside beckon travelers wishing to explore outside the capital 
city. The Cultural Cuba Support for the Cuban People cus-
tomized itinerary is what makes a visit to Cuba so captivating, 
including meaningful interactions and exclusive access. 

A full-service destination-management company that can 
provide legal, bespoke, and private luxury travel to Cuba is an 
absolute must. Cultural Cuba is all this and then some. Trust 
us. Your expectations are sure to be exceeded.

David Lee established Cultural Cuba in 2011 to serve the 
desires of  culturally curious travelers, focusing on entirely cus-
tom itineraries that marry their interests and preferred travel 
pacing, with special insider access to unique and meaningful 
experiences. Cultural Cuba’s high-level connections within 
Cuban society include artists, musicians, historians, university 
professors, designers, and diplomats who enable the on-the-
ground teams in both Cuba and the United States to provide 
one-of-a-kind experiences. The team’s dynamic bilingual 
guides are considered the best in the business and with years 
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of  expertise are adept at navigating the ever-
changing landscape of  possibilities and prefer-
ences.

Town & Country “strongly recommended” us-
ing Cultural Cuba when traveling to Cuba, and 
Virtuoso Travel Consortium lists Cultural Cuba 
as a preferred travel management company. Lee 
and the Cultural Cuba team have been named 
Conde Nast top travel specialists in 2020, 2021, 
and 2022. Cultural Cuba partners with luxury 
travel advisors to seamlessly manage booking pri-
vate trips to Cuba.

David Lee and his phenomenal team in Cuba 
will make your trip undeniably spectacular.  
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Cuba calls 

Cigars & Rum — a private tasting and pairing session               Trumpet Player on the Streets of  Havana, Photo by Justin Mikita
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ITINERARIES WITH PURPOSE
Travelers enjoy immersive and interactive cultural experi-

ences that support the Cuban people and go far beyond a his-
tory lesson or a cookie-cutter guided tour. 

As part of  a Cultural Cuba Support for the Cuban People 
customized itinerary, you can enjoy:

✓ Dining in Havana’s top-rated family-run eateries 
 called paladares
✓ An exclusive Havana Club rum-tasting 
 + cigar pairing
✓ An immersive walking tour of  Old Havana 
✓ A tour in a vintage convertible and 
 professional photoshoot
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✓ A visit to emerging and established artist studios, 
 including that of  Ronald Lauzan 
✓ Lunch with a dynamic historian and diplomat 
✓ Best-in-the-world working cigar factory tour
✓ A day trip to Las Terrrazas, a biosphere 
 reserve and UNESCO site
✓ And so much more!

✓ Cuba calls 

Cultural Cuba 
culturalcuba.com 
info@culturalcuba.com
312.667.3234
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